
FinPAL
Smart Finance, Smarter Choices



Problems statement
Inefficient financial tools and fragmented platforms hinder 

comprehensive management, leading to missed savings, 
investments, and informed decision-making.



Solution Statement
FinPAL addresses these challenges by offering a comprehensive, 

user-centric financial management platform powered by 
innovative features and integrations.



Solution Statement

Challenge Solution
- Efficient User Experience
- User Practicality
- Comprehensive Financial 

Insights

FinPAL
- Integration Complexity
- User Adoption & Engagement
- Lack of Real-time Feedback & 

Insights



Core Features
Trulens Eval LLM Monitoring
Robust LLM monitoring system providing 
automated feedback.

Telegram Integration 
To ensure effective communication right in 
the users pocket.
Practical Touch
Ability to save transaction receipts via 
chat or photo.
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Effortless Insights
Generate transaction charts and query 
data for comprehensive financial insights.
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Vision Statement
Empowering everyone with a dedicated financial 
ally, ensuring every step towards financial 
milestones becomes intuitive and rewarding.



Core technologies

TruLens-EvalGoogle 
Generative AI



Business strategy

Build the prototype Build and enhance the web platform and build for 
mobile devices

Monetization Build a business revenue model based on user 
feedback with more services

Market Offer FinPAL to a global audience

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3



Product demo



Trulens eval progress



Trulens eval progress

3 sec

33 sec !

room for improvements !



It helps to analyze the response and input



Not all good …

But some are good, and we rewrote our system prompt to incorporate the feedback, and 
add more persona.

Good feedback should get better result instead of 0.0
This happens occasionally



Time and total 
token are not 
correlated

Interesting find





Roadmap
● Better performance and accuracy, more financial analysis, transaction data and charts on dashboard.
● user feedback integration from telegram to trulens-human feedback
● Integration of optional voice to text and text to voice modality.
● Integration with financial aggregator to provide realtime insight to your transactions
● Goal setting, budgeting and monitoring of financial plan.
● Integration with marketplace to enable product query, price and reviews comparison, discount / coupon 

search and purchase.
● Integration with takeout food services like foodpanda, grab etc. To enable seamless food 

recommendations, ordering, discount search all from chat interface.
● Automated recurring grocery planning and purchase.
● Integration with financial products and investment providers to bring actionable investment 

recommendations.



Meet our team

Sandra Ashipala
Software Engineer - 
Frontend

Viky Wahjoedin
Indonesian Frontend Developer
• Building experience, open to
opportunities



Thanks!


